Big Picture

By Anna Von Reitz
The British-backed 1860's to 1930's and French-backed 1946 onward "Territorial United States" is
now and has always been foreign with respect to us. Foreign. FOREIGN! Stop and look hard at that
word: they are foreign with respect to us!
I can't repeat this loud enough or long enough or in enough ways to get that through people's heads
and get them to separate their lawful government from the foreign governments that administer the
"delegated services" for us.
We are not naturally subject to any of the Executive Orders and other Territorial laws that apply to
their citizens, in the same way that we are not subject to Canadian law or Spanish law, yet their
domestic Territorial laws are being misapplied to us because we are not asserting our actual political
status and because they have painstakingly falsified the public records pertaining to each one of us
to make it appear that we are Territorial and/or Municipal United States employees or dependents.
Can J.C. PENNY require its employees to wear a uniform? Of course. Can they require you to wear a
uniform? Of course not. Can the Territorial United States enact gun laws and confiscate guns
belonging to their citizens? Yes, certainly. Can they confiscate your guns, if you are a private United
States National? Never.
You have to figure out who you are and in what political status you are acting and then you have to
make that clear to everyone else by recording it and bringing it forward whenever anyone bothers
you.
Imagine that a J.C. PENNY employee who thinks that everyone is a J.C. PENNY employee accosts you
on the street and demands to know why you aren't wearing a J.C. PENNY uniform?
You have to reply that you are not a J.C. PENNY employee or dependent, and therefore are not
obligated to wear a uniform, right? And if you are "required" to produce a J.C. PENNY ID? It had better
have a label on it saying, "retired", hadn't it? So that nobody can plausibly say that you were
obligated to wear a J.C. PENNY uniform and didn't.
It's the same basic thing.
They have falsified the public register to make it look like everyone in this country is either a
corporate employee or dependent---either a municipal employee/dependent or a territorial
employee/dependent, and either way, all obligated to serve a corporation and obey corporate rules,
aka, "statutory laws". Then they have trademarked and patented your Given Name and copyrighted
it as property belonging to their corporations.
That's the Mess. That's the situation they have constructed as a means to control and leach off of
their employers --- us.
The Territorial United States Government and Municipal United States Government are BOTH foreign
with respect to us.
We are owed republican states and international land jurisdiction States under our own control, but to
enrich themselves, these foreign "governmental services corporations" --- akin to Target or any other

foreign corporation on our soil --- created a complex identity theft scheme based on similar names
deceits and fraudulent commercial and political status claims.
The Territorial United States has always allowed Dual Citizenship, but our states never have.
So they just told a big, fat, self-interested Whopper about all of us, to the effect that we all voluntarily
left behind the land jurisdiction we are heir to, and joined up with their merchant marine service and
adopted Dual Citizenship. That was their Big Lie in the 1860s and 1870's.
Later on, 1946 onward, they told an even Bigger Lie -- that our Dual Citizenship was not between our
birth states and the Territorial United States, but between the Territorial United States (as if we were
born in Puerto Rico or in the Army) and the Municipal United States (as if we were a US corporation or
born in Washington, DC).
They have been actively trying to kidnap us into their foreign jurisdiction and leave us "stateless"---which allows them to claim our land and our assets as "abandoned property".
We finally woke up to this fraud scheme and its attendant crimes and have objected and developed
means to put an end to it, first by correcting the falsified public records and recording our own
copyright and claim to our Given Name and its derivative NAMES and placing them in their natural
permanent domicile on the land and soil of ____________ (Idaho, Alaska, etc. )
And then by restoring our lawful land jurisdiction States and the government we are owed.
This action rebuts their presumptions that we are okay with their version of Dual Citizenship being
foisted off on American babies.
And it sets the stage for all of us to restore our own lawful land jurisdiction government and kick their
tails back into the box required by the international treaties and commercial service contracts that
they are supposed to be obeying.
Now, please, at least those of you who are getting my messages-- stop jerking and jumping every
time President Trump signs an EO. Stop thinking that those EO's apply to you. Stop obsessing and
reacting every time the Territorial Congress tries to enact gun control legislation for their "citizens"---what does it matter to you, once you get your own political status records and asset claims straight?
It doesn't apply to you and nobody can say it does, as long as you have recorded your paperwork in
advance.
Just like Dairy Queen can't force you to wear a Dairy Queen uniform if you aren't their employee,
these jokers can't apply their "laws" and debts to you, if you aren't a territorial or municipal "citizen".
For now, just scrub that word "citizen" out of your vocabulary.
If you are an American national, you can't be a "sovereign citizen" or a "private citizen" or any kind of
"citizen" related to THEIR scheme of things at all. Both these pieces of verbiage---"sovereign citizen"
and "private citizen" are oxymorons. You can't be a citizen and act in private capacity. You can't be a
sovereign and a citizen, either. Just drop the word "citizen" --- period, and object if anyone calls you a
citizen until further notice.
Once you have re-conveyed your Trade Name and all derivative NAMES to the jurisdiction of the land
and soil, the switch is flipped in your favor. Not until. And as I keep telling people, the change in your
political status is NOT RETROACTIVE.
Pretend that you are in the Army. Prior to your discharge date, you have to obey every jot of protocol
and manual. You have to wear a uniform, shine your shoes, etc., etc., etc., Once you are discharged,
all that goes away. It is the same with this situation, only you hold the key to discharging yourself
from the "service" of the government corporations.
My advice? Do so now, and don't look back.
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